Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty: Past, Present, Future
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Abstract:

For over fifty years, unicompartmental knee arthroplasty (UKA) has been used to treat single compartment osteoarthritis of the knee. Despite the many years of experience performing UKA, the orthopaedic community has not reached a consensus on the patient selection criteria or operative indications for UKA, due to varied outcome results in the literature. Newly designed robotic-assisted systems are believed to increase the precision and accuracy with which unicompartmental knee arthroplasty can be performed, possibly leading to fewer mechanical failures and improved functional outcomes. However, long-term follow-up is required before definitive conclusions can be reached regarding this new technology. This review examines the history of UKA, reviews early results of robotic-assisted UKA and presents an outlook on future advances.
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History of Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty

The theory of unicompartmental replacement of only one side of one compartment of the knee joint came from Duncan C. McKeever in the 1950s, followed up by both McKeever and MacIntosh introducing metallic tibial components that resurfaced only the tibial plateau.1

Metallic tibial resurfacing components implanted in the late 1950s and through the 1960s were fraught with high complication rates and unacceptable functionality.1
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Frank Gunston and the Charnley Connection

A young Canadian surgeon (Dr. Frank Gunston) from Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada on a traveling fellowship to study hip arthroplasty at Wrightington became intrigued with the ongoing problems associated with arthritic knees. During his fellowship, Gunston developed a design for knee arthroplasty reflecting his exposure to UHMWPE and hip arthroplasty.1

During UKA, one tibiofemoral compartment is resurfaced in order to reduce deterioration of the joint space and to eliminate resultant pathological joint biomechanics.4,5,6 The medial compartment is most commonly affected by degenerative changes and treated with UKA, followed by the lateral and patellofemoral (PFJ) compartments.6 Bechtol introduced the first total patellofemoral component back in 1974 which introduced the concept of resurfacing both sides of the PFJ. Subsequently in 1976 Blazina designed an extension of the trochlear component that extended toward the intercondylar notch (Type II). Following these developments, Blazina and associates published the first report of patellofemoral resurfacing.7,8 However, all compartments can be resurfaced independently.5

Historically, UKA was associated with varied clinical results. Although the surgery was a commonly performed procedure in the 1970’s and 1980’s, its popularity faded as a result of both large numbers of patients ultimately required revision surgery with conversion to total knee arthroplasty (TKA)9,10,11 and the controversy between Marmor and Richards Manufacturing Co.12

In the period from 1970 through 1972, Dr. Leonard Marmor, an orthopedic surgeon working with the Richards Manufacturing Corporation, developed a prosthetic device known as the Marmor Modular...
Knee. During 1973, Richards, through engineering error, began manufacturing final metal components of the medium category which were larger than originally designed and which therefore did not match the medium template and trial components. It was thus possible that a surgeon could prepare a bone for insertion of the medium metal component using properly sized medium template and trial components (which were reused from surgery to surgery) and then cement into place a too-large medium final component. The apparent mismatch and controversy over this issue became public knowledge with announcement letters to the orthopaedic community by both Dr. Marmor and Richards Manufacturing Co. in 1975. The medical-legal action that followed scared many users of the Marmor Modular Knee to abandon this procedure for fear of legal entanglement. This slowed down clinical surgical evaluations of unicompartamental total knee arthroplasty for a decade.

With the advancement of improved technology, a more comprehensive understanding of joint biomechanics and an increased desire for minimally invasive surgery, UKA has undergone a recent resurgence in popularity for the management of degenerative changes of the knee joint.

Early Results

In the early 1970’s Marmor introduced a modular UKA implant (“Marmor Knee”). The Marmor Knee adopted the resurfacing concept and addressed both compartments of the knee. However, Marmor subsequently resurfaced only a single side of the knee. The prosthesis was unconstrained and included an all-polyethylene inlay tibial component and a narrow femoral component with a single peg.

In 1976, Marmor reported on 105 patients with a minimum of 2 years of follow-up implanted with the Marmor Knee. Successful results with functional improvement and a stable articulation were achieved in 88% of patients. After 10 to 13 years of follow-up, patients implanted with the “Marmor Knee” during this period maintained satisfactory results in 70% of cases and 86.6% of patients remained pain free. Marmor noticed subsidence of the relatively small tibial component causing early failure. There was also an increased risk of wear and loosening (due to cold flow and deformation) of the 6mm polyethylene component leading to revision surgery. Marmor then recommended the use of a thicker polyethylene component. In the mid-1980’s, the Marmor Knee was available with metal-backing to eliminate creeping and cold flow, which was found to be a problem with the early all-polyethylene design.

Considering Marmor’s contributions and innovation to UKA component design and operative technique, he is regarded by many as the godfather of modern UKA. Unfortunately, a patent controversy with Zimmer and contract disputes with Richards over changes of the original Marmor Knee design...
overshadowed the early success of this prosthesis and may have hampered the wide-spread use of UKA in the following years.\textsuperscript{12,13,14}

Insall et al. reported results from 32 UKA procedures in 1980.\textsuperscript{11} Despite losing ten patients to follow-up in the first year, the study showed no change in the mean Hospital for Special Surgery knee score of 48 points between pre- and postoperative assessment. Following UKA, varus angulation had decreased from a preoperative mean of 8° to 4° postoperatively and valgus angulation had decreased from a preoperative mean of 21° to 8° postoperatively. The final clinical outcomes of the 22 UKA performed during the study varied widely: excellent (one knee, 5%); good (seven knees, 32%); fair (four knees, 18%); and poor (ten knees, 45%). Although correction of the anatomical alignment was achieved after UKA in the Insall case series, the clinical patient outcomes were unfavorable.

While the Insall series demonstrated poor clinical outcomes after UKA, other case series reported more favorable results. In 1986, Broughton et al. published a retrospective review of 42 UKA, which were rated according to the Baily knee score.\textsuperscript{23} In this study, 32 of the total number of 42 knees (76%) were rated as ‘good’, and 24 knees continued to maintain a ‘good’ rating five to six years after the procedure. The remaining eight knees were evaluated seven to ten years after surgery and also maintained a ‘good’ rating. Only seven of all 42 knees (17%) in this study were rated ‘fair’ or ‘poor,’ and three knees (7%) required revision arthroplasty.\textsuperscript{23} Similar mid-to-long term clinical results were reported by Bert in a retrospective review of patients undergoing UKA almost a decade later in 1998.\textsuperscript{4} In this study, post-surgical outcomes showed 87.4% survivorship of the UKA ten years after the procedure. Murray et al. reported on the outcomes of 143 knees treated with medial sided UKA using the Oxford mobile bearing prosthesis between 1982 and 1992.\textsuperscript{24} Patients were followed for a mean of 7.6 years postoperatively and revealed a 97% survivorship. Five revisions were reported; two revisions for progression of osteoarthritic disease in the lateral compartment; one for component loosening; one for an infection; and one for a painful prosthesis without any radiographic abnormalities.

Operative Indications for Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty

Adhering to the operative criteria for UKA may be critical for surgical success and patient benefit, as improper patient selection is thought to be a risk factor for early UKA failure.\textsuperscript{25,26} Classic indications for UKA proposed by Kozinn and Scott and others included: a patient with a sedentary occupation; age of greater than or equal to 60 years; minimal pain at rest, less than 10° varus deformity; range of motion of at least 90° without a flexion contracture; correctable medial deformity; 50% unicompartamental joint space collapse; weight less than 82 kg; thin body habitus (as obesity is a relative contraindication); diagnosis of osteoarthritis (OA), post-traumatic arthritis or osteonecrosis; and isolated unicompartamental knee pain (Table 1).\textsuperscript{4,11,25-31} Furthermore, successful UKA requires an intact anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and a stable knee that resists femorotibial subluxation.\textsuperscript{10,26}

Traditionally, contraindications for UKA included: the diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis or other inflammatory arthritic conditions; knee pain in all compartments; decreased range of motion with a flexion contracture; obesity; knee instability; ACL rupture; and age of less than 60 years.\textsuperscript{4,26,28} Insall et al. reported that four out of seven patients (57%) under the age of 60 who received UKA experienced ‘poor’ surgical outcomes, whereas six out of 15 patients (40%) over 60 years of age experienced ‘poor’ results in their case series.\textsuperscript{4} Contrary to the Insall et al. series, Berend et al. concluded that failure, which was defined as a UKA requiring later revision or an impending revision, was not associated with age, gender, disease severity or implant design, but with increased body mass index.\textsuperscript{32} A body mass index of greater than 32 was predictive of UKA failure and a reduced survivorship. Studies published in the early 1990s also noted that obese patients have a failure rate 1.4 times higher than patients with normal weight.\textsuperscript{4,33} Unfortunately, most of the data related to risk stratification for UKA surgery is based upon Level 4 and 5 evidence. The level of evidence coupled with low statistical power in these studies contributes to disagreement and continued controversy in the literature regarding pre-operative UKA patient selection criteria.
Good outcomes for patients initially thought to be outside the UKA operative criteria have been reported in the literature, and these studies have added to the confusion over appropriate UKA operative selection criteria. Pennington et al. showed results for 41 patients and 46 knees undergoing UKA, in which all patients were under the age of 60 years. The decision to proceed with UKA was made intraoperatively after direct observation of all three knee compartments. The Hospital for Special Surgery knee score and the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) activity assessment were utilized to assess postoperative outcomes. A total number of three knees (6.5%) were revised and one patient (one knee, 2%) was lost to follow-up. In general, the younger patient cohort had favorable clinical outcomes. Specifically, 39 of 42 patients (93%) had ‘excellent’ results and the other three patients (7%) had ‘good’ results, based on Hospital for Special Surgery knee score measurements. The UCLA assessment score for all 42 knees that were not revised was 6.6 ± 1.4. For the three patients that underwent revision, the UCLA assessment score was 7.3 ± 1.5. These findings combined with other recent reports, have expanded the classical indications for UKA, as this surgery has been successfully performed on younger patients. Further long-term evaluation of these cases is necessary to determine how UKA will perform clinically in this expanded patient demographic.

Although the operative indications have recently been expanded (Table 1), surgeons continue to have trouble with the diagnosis and management of unicompartmental knee pathology.

Stern et al. reviewed 228 knees in need of arthroplasty and found that only 6% (13 knees) fit the operative criteria for UKA. Bramby et al. and Laskin reported similar findings, with approximately 15% of their preoperative evaluations for knee arthroplasty meeting the operative criteria for UKA. The available evidence from the literature supports that proper preoperative evaluation of unicompartmental knee pain is paramount to operative success and favorable clinical outcomes.

### Patellofemoral Disease

The presence of patellofemoral disease has been traditionally regarded as a contraindication to UKA of the medial or lateral compartment due to the risk of early failure. However, Goodfellow and O’Connor and Beard et al. did not find a correlation between patellofemoral disease and outcomes of UKA and recommended that this contraindication may be disregarded. In a recent study, Pandit et al. compared 678 mobile-bearing UKA procedures in which at least one traditional contraindications (anteromedial OA, medial osteonecrosis) was ignored to 322 mobile-bearing UKAs without any contraindications. Clinical and functional outcomes, failure rate, and survival were similar in both groups and the authors suggested that traditional contraindications are not required for mobile-bearing UKA. These findings were confirmed by Berend et al., who concluded that radiographic findings of patellofemoral OA can be safely ignored for mobile-bearing UKAs.
Clinical Evaluation for UKA: The “One Finger Test”

The “one finger test” is a useful way to diagnose unicompartmental knee pain. For this test, the patient should be able to localize the joint pain by pointing to the symptomatic area with a single finger. If the patient cannot locate the pain with one finger, or grabs the whole knee, UKA may not be indicated. After a thorough history and physical examination, further radiographic evaluation is required with standard plain anterior-posterior and lateral films, varus/valgus stress views, and possible Magnetic Resonance Imaging or Computed Tomography scanning. By combining the clinical history, the radiographic studies, and knowledge of the operative indications, the surgeon can determine the risks, benefits and alternatives to performing UKA.

The use of UKA today

Between 1997 and 2000, UKA comprised approximately 1 – 6% of the knee arthroplasty cases performed in the United States. In 2007, almost 45,000 UKA procedures were performed, approximately 8% of all knee arthroplasties. In 2009, the number of UKA further increased to approximately 51,300 cases, and this number is estimated to climb to 55,100 cases in 2010. The number of UKA procedures being performed annually is estimated to grow at a rate of 32.5% per year, which is greater than the 9.4% growth in the number of total knee arthroplasty (TKA) procedures performed annually. However, in a poll at the 2010 Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Hip and Knee Surgeons, 212 of 256 respondents (82.8%) reported that performing UKAs comprised of only 0 - 9% of their practice.

In other countries, the procedure is performed with greater frequency than in the United States. The Norwegian Registry reported that UKA accounted for 11.8 % of the 38,122 knee surgeries performed between 1994 and 2009. Similarly, the Australian registry showed that primary UKA comprised 11.4% of all knee replacement surgeries in that country.

However, UKA could possibly be performed more often, as a large percentage of patients who meet the operative criteria for UKA are not given the surgical option. Often, these patients are treated at centers without the surgical expertise or equipment to offer UKA.

Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty versus Total Knee Arthroplasty

Numerous surgical benefits associated with UKA have increased its popularity. These advantages include less perioperative morbidity, reduced blood loss, shorter postoperative recovery and rehabilitation, increased post-surgical range of motion, and reduced surgical costs compared to TKA (Table 2). Specifically, a Minnesota registry documented a 2.8 day mean length of hospital stay for 240 UKA cases, compared to a 4.5 day length of hospital stay for TKA. The Minnesota registry also documented a mean blood loss of 350 mL during the 240 UKA cases, compared to 613 mL average blood loss in 87 patients undergoing a total TKA described by Hinarejos et al. and a mean blood loss of 1747 mL for 30 TKA patients published by Kalairajah et al. The data suggest that performing UKA will result in less blood loss when compared to TKA, although these reports represent case series with varying power, performed at different institutions, by separate investigators.

UKA may be a preferable alternative to TKA in selected patients. In 1991, Laurencin et al. followed 23 patients, who received UKA in one knee and TKA in the contralateral knee, for 81 months. The surgeries were performed by the same surgical team during the same hospitalization. Inpatient care and rehabilitation protocol remained the same for both knees throughout the hospital course. Range of motion after UKA increased from an average of
106° preoperatively to 123° postoperatively. The range of motion on the contralateral TKA increased from a mean of 104° preoperatively, to 109-113° postoperatively, depending on whether the patient underwent concurrent patellar resurfacing.\textsuperscript{57}

Dalury et al. reported on the outcomes of a cohort of 23 patients who underwent TKA in one knee and UKA in their contralateral side.\textsuperscript{58} At an average follow-up of 46 months for TKA and 42 months for UKA, patients reported positive results for both surgical interventions. In particular, the UKA patients experienced an increase in the mean postoperative range of motion (123.5° ± 9°). These results were comparable to the postoperative range of motion after TKA in the contralateral knee, which was 119.8° ± 7°. There was a similar increase in Knee Society Scores for both procedures, with UKA increasing from 45.9 to 89.7 and TKA knees increasing from 42.4 to 90.3. Despite having comparable outcome measures, 12 out of the 23 patients (52%) in the study expressed a preference for their UKA over TKA. The remaining 11 patients (48%) in the cohort expressed no preference, whereas TKA was not chosen by any patient as the preferred procedure.\textsuperscript{58} A report from 2005 surveyed patients who had undergone both UKA and TKA; the majority of study participants stated that the UKA felt more like a “natural” knee.\textsuperscript{4}

The subjective feeling of UKA as being more normal compared to TKA can be explained by joint biomechanics. Patil et al. found that tibial axial rotation and femoral rollback more closely resemble normal anatomy in UKA compared to TKA.\textsuperscript{59} In addition, UKA is less disruptive to native knee anatomy because only one-third of the knee joint is replaced, the cruciate ligaments remain intact after surgery, and the menisci of the untreated compartment are preserved.\textsuperscript{4,27,28}

Dalury et al. and Laurencin et al. offer compelling evidence in support of performing UKA.\textsuperscript{57,58} The methodological design of each of the two studies was unique in that the study cohort underwent two different interventions on each of their knees, allowing for an internally controlled case series.

This design allows for less variability in the data, resulting in improved statistical power with fewer subjects. The problem with a repeated measures study design is that the two interventions, UKA versus TKA, cannot be considered truly independent, as they both occurred in the same individual. In these types of studies, it is difficult to separate how one intervention has influenced the other.

Besides pain relief, functional recovery remains an important component of operative success after knee arthroplasty. The goals of orthopaedic surgery are to restore normal joint motion, return the patient to full function, prevent further degenerative disease, and provide the patient with an expedited return to work and recreational activities. Hopper et al. conducted a study to determine how easily patients returned to low-impact sports after either UKA or TKA.\textsuperscript{60} Patients who underwent UKA returned to sports in a mean time of 3.6 months, compared to 4.1 months for TKA patients. The amount of time spent participating in low impact sports for UKA patients rose from an average of 85 minutes per week preoperatively, to an average of 92.1 minutes postoperatively. Recreational participation time decreased from a mean of 62.7 minutes preoperatively, to a mean of 37.5 minutes per week postoperatively for TKA patients. Pain during sporting activities was experienced by only 24.1% of UKA patients as compared to 42.9% of TKA patients.\textsuperscript{60} These studies concluded that patients undergoing UKA returned to sports faster, were able to participate in physical activity for longer periods of time, and had less joint pain with greater knee function.\textsuperscript{60,61}

**Limitations Preventing the Widespread Adoption of the Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty Procedure in Clinical Practices**

While UKA may have advantages as a surgical option for selected patients who meet the operative criteria detailed previously, TKA remains a popular operation for unicompartmental pathology. The widespread performance of UKA has been limited by the technical difficulty of performing the procedure. In particular, UKA has less tolerance for acceptable component positioning when compared to TKA, as improper component sizing or positioning may lead to edge loading (A) resulting in increased wear and implant failure (B).
component positioning, by as little as 2°, can result in UKA failure (Figure 2).\textsuperscript{5,37,46,62-68} Failures of UKA occur when there is medial-lateral mismatch, inadequate stability of the components, heterogeneous polyethylene wear, improper patient selection (such as performing UKA for bilateral osteoarthritis), aseptic loosening, and tibial subsidence (Figure 3A and 3B).\textsuperscript{4,27}

Improper alignment is considered to be the leading cause of UKA failure (Figure 3C).\textsuperscript{28,61}

Maligned components often lead to impaired joint biomechanics, and eventual knee pain.\textsuperscript{5,69,70} Reports in the literature have associated a technically poor UKA operation with accelerated polyethylene wear, an accelerated progression of the pathology to the contralateral compartment, and, in some rare instances, femoral fracture.\textsuperscript{5,28,63,71,72,73} Strict adherence to operative technique and acceptable tolerances are required to maximize the benefits of UKA. Preservation of adequate bone stock is crucial to surgical success, leading to a shorter recovery and rehabilitation time.\textsuperscript{25,28,45} Further, excessive bone resection often results in poor tibial component stability, which has been associated with a more difficult conversion to TKA if revision arthroplasty is eventually required.\textsuperscript{4,68} The technical demands of performing UKA, coupled with the small margin for error, have limited the widespread adoption of this surgical intervention for unicompartmental knee pathology and many surgeons and patients remain wary of the historically inconsistent post-surgical results published in the literature.

Use of Robotics for Unicompartmental Knee Arthroplasty

Historically, UKA has been considered a technically demanding procedure that poses a challenge to the orthopaedic surgeon. More recently, the development and use of robotic-assisted technology\textsuperscript{74} has made performing UKA technically less demanding and various studies have reported improved radiographic outcomes, more consistent component placement, and fewer outliers\textsuperscript{26} (Figure 4).

For example, Bellemans et al. reported implant positioning and alignment to fall within 1° error of neutral alignment for all cases performed with robotic-assistance.\textsuperscript{75} Furthermore, Cobb et al. demonstrated that the number of radiographic outliers following UKA decrease significantly with the aid of robotic systems.\textsuperscript{26} However, the results of this study should be interpreted with caution, as it remains unclear if these more favorable radiographic outcome measures correlate with greater functional improvement.\textsuperscript{26,76}

Computer assisted surgery systems, also called passive surgery systems, monitor operative procedures and allow for intraoperative assessment and feedback during adult reconstructive surgery (Figure 5).\textsuperscript{67,74,77}

![Fig. 3 Disease progression of the other compartment from overstuffing, over-correction or misbalance (A), early loosening (B) and wrong component positioning may lead UKA failure.](image)

![Fig. 3C](image)

![Fig. 4 Intraoperative screenshots of the robotic system showing the computer model of any anatomy based on preoperative CT-scans and allowing for precise positioning of the femoral (A) and tibial (B) components.](image)

![Fig. 5 Example of a system that uses a robotic arm with a high speed burr and gives the surgeon tactile feedback (A) when the planned resection depth is reached (B).](image)
The individual design of passive surgery systems is proprietary, however, these systems track various parameters (i.e. component positioning, bone geometry) during operative procedures. Computer-based intraoperative systems may offer greater accuracy over conventional templating methods, thus, passive systems may be utilized during UKA to more accurately and precisely place components. Better component placement during UKA has been associated with clinical success. Specifically, Pearle et al. and Cobb et al. found that intraoperative computer-guidance enabled component positioning to within 2° of the preoperative plan in all cases. In these studies, up to 60% of UKA components were determined to be improperly positioned when computer navigation was not used. Other studies have reported that femoral and tibial component alignment, tibial slope, and lower extremity mechanical axis was improved when passive surgery systems were used during UKA.

Robotic systems have also been designed to aid surgeons during UKA. Using templates prepared from a computer-tomography scan, the robot provides both tactile and haptic response during the procedure in order to assist the surgeon in matching their preoperative plan. Ligament balancing and range of motion are also obtained intraoperatively with the UKA prosthesis in place. Early reports of radiographic outcomes have been promising when the robotic system has been utilized. Lonner et al. conducted a radiographic comparison of 31 consecutive patients who underwent robotic-assisted UKA to 27 consecutive patients who underwent manual UKA. The authors found that there was almost three times greater variation in tibial component using the standard method, suggesting that robotic-assisted surgery leads to more consistent component placement. However, these findings have not been correlated to clinical outcomes. Additionally, Roche et al. reported on the one-year outcomes of 223 robot-assisted UKAs. At the most recent follow-up, none of the patients required revision surgery and there was a statistically significant improvement in clinical outcomes. However, until mid-term results are available, many institutions will find it hard to invest in this new technology.

Conclusion
UKA has the potential to become the preferred operation for the treatment of limited degenerative knee disease. With robotic assistance, UKA component placement may become more accurate and precise. Data relating improved short-term radiographic outcomes to enhanced functional outcomes and improved patient satisfaction is limited; thus more studies with longer follow-up are required before UKA is more widely performed. Favorable outcomes using new robotic technology may encourage orthopaedic surgeons to offer their patients UKA as a treatment option for unicompartmental joint pathology. However, mid-term and long-term data are not currently available for robotic-assisted UKA and further investigations are needed.
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